Sample learning
sequence
A learning sequence is a unit of intervention content. The learning
sequences are arranged in a specific order and contain instructions
tailored to teachers and teaching assistants.
Each learning sequence includes:
- Prepare, Do, Review introductory sections
- A Modelled Responses session and questions and a
Supported Independent Practice session and questions
- Quizzes and teacher guidance
- Modelling Responses Software

Risingstars-uk.com/shine

The Prepare, Do, Review introductory pages explain how
to use the different elements of the learning sequence.

Year 5 (Autumn) Fiction: Barmecide’s Feast
The overview provides a summary of
the GPS content areas for the three
Strands (Grammar, Punctuation and
The three Learning Sequences in this Intervention practise pupils’ grammar, punctuation and spelling and vocabulary skills. These
are and Vocabulary). This enables
Spelling
closely linked to the Content areas for KS2 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling.
you to see – at a glance – whether the
learning sequence is suitable.
Grammar
Punctuation
Spelling and Vocabulary

Intervention overview

Apostrophes:
G5.8 Apostrophes to mark singular and
plural possession in nouns
G5.8 Apostrophes to mark contracted
forms

S41 Prefixes: mis-, dis-, re-, deSpelling and definition of: mislead,
disappeared, disallow, deactivate, revisit

The wording and layout of the questions reflect those frequently used in tests so that pupils become familiar with the vocabulary of test
questions. Each Learning Sequence takes place over two sessions (see ‘Suggested timetable’ for more detail).

Inside the Learning Sequences

Preparation

Each Learning Sequence contains:
• a printable text extract (from the fiction
text used in Shine Reading Skills:
Barmecide’s Feast) followed by a set of
questions
• online modelling responses software
• teaching guidance, including answers
• key spelling cards for practice
• Shine GPS record and impact forms

• Download and print the text extracts and questions (one set for each pupil).
• Read through the teaching guidance for the session and print a copy to refer to if
needed.
• Ensure access to the online modelling responses software if you are using it (see Shine
GPS Introduction for more details).
• Speak to the class teacher (if appropriate) about desired outcomes of the targeted
sessions, which may differ depending on the pupil or group.
• Determine how you will reflect and give feedback on the success of the session.
Question and answer sheets can be kept in a digital folder or exercise book to support
ThisGPS
section
contains
instructions
on how to set
teacher assessment. See provided Shine
record
and impact
forms also.
up the materials required for the two sessions:

The components of the learning sequences are listed here. This can
be used asRising
a checklist
toHodder
ensure
that all Limited.
the content from the learning
Stars 2021 ©
& Stoughton
sequence has been covered. Alternatively, it can be used to cherrypick individual components to address a specific teaching need.

PREPARE

Word classes:
G1.1 Nouns; G1.2 Verbs;
G1.3 Adjectives; G1.6 Adverbs
Functions of sentences:
G2.1 Statements; G2.2 Questions;
G2.3 Commands; G2.4 Exclamations

This section offers
guidance on how
to prepare for the
learning sequence.

• Session 1:
Modelled Responses, plus Online Modelling
Responses Software
You may photocopy this page.
• Session 2:
Supported Independent Practice

Year 5 (Autumn) Fiction: Barmecide’s Feast
Teacher guidance

The suggested timetable for each
Learning Sequence is to have two
sessions per week prior to the next
assessment opportunity. Both sessions
would be based on the same short text
extract. The first session is for the adult
to model how to interpret the questions
and demonstrate what is required to
answer each question. The second
session is for the adult to closely
monitor the pupils as they
independently practise a parallel set of
questions.

Grammar and Punctuation Learning Sequences:
Share the text extract with the pupils, either by reading it aloud or, if using the online modelling
software, play the audio. Discuss the whole text if pupils are familiar with it from Shine Reading
Skills.

• Session 1 – Modelled Responses:
Text extract Barmecide’s Feast and
questions (25–30 minutes).
• Session 2 – Supported Independent
This section details
how Text extract Barmecide’s
Practice:
long to spend onFeast
eachand questions (25–30 minutes).
session and the suggested
The text
order of teaching.
It extract contextualises the
grammar
provides a quick
insightso that pupils can understand
of the grammatical features in
into what the the
twoeffect
sessions
comprise of and
what to do
context.
should a pupil require more
If pupils need
help with more than one
than one intervention
(i.e. for
Learning
Sequence,
then you will need a
another Area of Learning).
separate 25–30 minute session for each.
Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Explain to pupils they are going to explore grammar or punctuation questions based on the text
extract. Use:
• Session 1 – Modelled Responses
• Session 2 – Supported Independent Practice
Spelling and Vocabulary Learning Sequence:
Explain to pupils that that they are going to be revising some prefixes and learning how to spell 5
words from the Year 5, Autumn GPS test.
• Session 1 – Spelling words with prefixes mis-, dis-, de-, re- and definitions and spelling analysis
of the 5 focus words: mislead, disappeared, disallow, deactivate, revisit
• Session 2 – Testing the 5 focus words
For all Learning Sequences be aware of pupils who are:
- unfamiliar with grammatical terminology
- finding it difficult to work out what the question is asking
- unfamiliar with the question rubric

DO

The teacher guidance gives an overview of what is included
in the detailed teaching guidance notes within each session.
• The teaching guidance should be followed throughout
each session
particular
It also provides
tips forwith
teaching
and attention
potential stumbling
given to the ‘Check pupils’ understanding’ column
which
identifies
key
skills.
blocks that might occur within the learning sequence,
• Work together to answer the questions. Use the
model/support/practise
approach
described
preparing
you to tackle these
issues should
they arise.
on the teacher’s guidance page. Note pupils who need more encouragement and support.

Suggested timetable

This section includes
all of the necessary
information to teach the
learning sequence.

You may photocopy this page.

Year 5 (Autumn) Fiction: Barmecide’s Feast
The questions have been included to check what children can
do independently and to show their progress within the learning
sequence. The answers to the questions are included on the
The answers for the questions are on the teaching guidance pages. After pupils have completed
theguidance
work in each
session,
discusshave
the completed the work
teaching
pages.
After pupils
answers they gave to the questions. Include questions they gave correct answers to as well
as
those
they
found
more
difficult.
Ask:
in each session, the answers they give should be discussed.
• why did you give that answer?
• can you see where you went wrong and how to avoid that mistake again?

Answers

Skills Practised – Punctuation

By the end of this Learning Sequence,
pupils should be able to:

By the end of this Learning Sequence,
pupils should be able to:

• Recognise parts of speech – nouns,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs

• Add an apostrophe to show singular
and plural possession
• Add an apostrophe to irregular
plurals
• Add an apostrophe to indicate where
a letter/some letters have been
omitted
• Recognise which letters have been
omitted when an apostrophe is used
• Contract two words using an
apostrophe.

• Recognise function of sentences:
statements, questions, commands,
exclamations.

The outcomes are listed for each
Strand. They outline what each child
should achieve by the end of the
learning sequence. The outcomes
form the success criteria for the
whole learning sequence and provide
Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
something
for you to assess against.

DO

Skills Practised – Grammar

Photocopiable feedback sheets are provided
for each learning sequence so that the teacher
or teaching assistant can fill them in.

Skills Practised – Spelling
and Vocabulary
By the end of this Learning Sequence,
pupils should be able to:
• Know the meaning of the prefixes:
de-, dis-, mis-, re-

REVIEW

Be sure to make notes of the pupils’ marks and anything that they found difficult.

• Build words from prefixes and root
words
• Spell the following words with
prefixes: mislead, disappeared,
disallow, deactivate, revisit.
This section details how to review the learning
sequence and how to move the children
forward after they have completed it.
You may photocopy this page.

Year 5 (Autumn) Fiction: Barmecide’s Feast
New words focused on in the Spelling and
Vocabulary learning sequences are listed
here. Photocopiable spelling cards are
The Spelling and Vocabulary area of learning for this text focuses on the following words : mislead, disappeared, disallow, deactivate,
provided for each learning sequence.
revisit.

Spelling and Vocabulary

The words are introduced in context in the Modelled Responses session with their definitions and tested in the Supported Independent
Practice session.
You may wish to use the photocopiable spelling cards to give pupils further practice with these words.

High to full marks:
• Responses and marks indicate secure knowledge and understanding of:
• parts of speech: nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs
• sentence types: statements, questions, commands, exclamations
• apostrophe to show single and plural possession with regular and irregular plurals
• apostrophe to mark contracted form
• all 5 focus words spelled accurately.
• Works confidently and independently.
• Return to quality-first, whole-class teaching.

‘Next steps’ can be broken
down into three sections, each
relating to pupil performance
in the Session 2 questions.

REVIEW

Next steps

DO

A few errors:
• Misunderstands one or more teaching point (from Session 1).
• Ask pupil to explain why they gave the answer they did to pinpoint the misunderstanding.
• Find the specific part of the Session 1 teaching that models the skill.
• Re-teach skill in a one-to-one session or within guided reading/writing.
Many errors and a low score:
• Indicates that the work is fundamentally at the wrong level for the pupil.
• Locate a relevant unit from a lower year group to teach in a one-to-one session.
• Discuss outcomes with SENCO to determine whether further intervention is necessary.
Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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1001 Arabian Nights: Barmecide’s Feast

























retold by Dee Reid

The Barmecide clapped his hands and called to a servant to bring him a basin and
Session 1 – Modelled Responses.
some water. To Shacabac’s surprise, no one appeared, but the Barmecide pretended
The adult shares the stimulus text with
 the

to wash both his hands and his face.
group (Grammar and Punctuation learning
sequences only). They then model how

“I’d better go along with this jest,” thought Shacabac, so he too pretended to wash
to interpret the questions and support
his hands and face.

pupils as they devise answers. The Online
Modelling Responses
Software may also
Then the Barmecide clapped his hands again. “Bring us something
to eat,” he
be used alongside Session 1 as a front of
ordered. Once again no one appeared, but the Barmecide pretended to eat.
class interactive tool.

Shacabac copied the Barmecide’s actions of cutting up food and putting it in his
mouth.
“Is not this bread the finest you have ever tasted?” asked the Barmecide.
“Never have I tasted anything so delicious,” said Shacabac.
At last, Shacabac sat back and said, “I am now so full
that I cannot eat one bit more.”

Then the Barmecide laughed heartily. “I have long been
seeking a man like you,” he said. “You have had the
patience to go along with my little joke. There is not one
starving man in a hundred who would do as you have
 done. From this time onwards, we shall be best friends
 and you must make my home, your home.”

1. Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
When the Barmecide called to a servant, no one appeared.
2. Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
The Barmecide laughed heartily and praised Shacabac’s patience.
3. Tick () one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an
adjective.
Noun

Adjective

patience

The questions in this
session teach, practise and
apply the GPS skills linked
to the Area of Learning.

generous
kindness
friendly

   




   



   



Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast
4. Tick (P) one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an
adjective.
Noun

Adjective

surprise

Retrieval, Fictio

delicious
tasty
appearance
5. Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
The Barmecide laughed heartily when he heard what Shacabac said.
6. Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
The Barmecide spoke politely when he ordered the food.
7. Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
Wise Shacabac cleverly went along with the Barmecide’s jest.
8. Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
Shacabac was hungry but he pretended to eat the food that wasn’t there.
9. Tick the sentence below that must end with a question mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ The servant brought a basin and some water
£ Bring me a basin and some water
£ Did a servant ever appear
£ What an amusing jest
10. Tick the sentence below that must end with an exclamation mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ How did the Barmecide try to trick Shacabac
£ Eat as much as you can
£ How clever Shacabac was
£ Not many hungry men would behave like Shacabac

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Teacher guidance for
Session 1 and questions.

Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Session 1: Modelled Responses
1001 Arabian Nights: Barmecide’s Feast
The questions in this session teach, practise and apply the following grammatical skills:
• Word classes: Nouns (G1.1); Verbs (G1.2); Adjectives (G1.3); Adverbs (G1.6)
• Functions of sentences: Statements (G2.1); Questions (G2.2); Commands (G2.3);
Exclamations (G2.4)

Before the session:
• Read the 'Prepare, Do, Review' document for this intervention and follow the guidance.
• Ensure access to the online modelling responses software if required (see Shine GPS
Introduction for more details).
• Print out and photocopy any paper copies of the texts and questions for the pupils.

Read the text:
Share the text extract with the group. Explain that this is an ancient tale from Persia about
the Barmecide (say Bar-me-side-ee) in Baghdad who was well-known for his generosity to
the poor. Shacabac (say Shack-a-back), a hungry beggar, comes to Barmecide’s house and
hopes he will be given some food. He’s quite surprised at what he finds!

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast
This column suggests ways to
check how pupils are performing
against each question.

Answer the questions

If using the online modelling responses software, remember to copy and paste textual evidence for
your answer.

Answer
and
marks

1
(G1.2)

Steps
Check pupils’ understanding
Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
When the Barmecide called to a servant, no one appeared.
When the Barmecide called to a servant, no one appeared.
(1 mark for both correct)

Model

Remind the group that the verbs in a
sentence tell you when something is or
was, or when something happens or
happened.

Answer
and
marks

2
(G1.2)

Remind pupils that many regular past
tense verbs are formed by adding -ed
to the present tense verb e.g.
pretend/pretended.

Answers to the questions and
number of marks are shown here.

Check pupils can recognise a verb in a
sentence.
Check they know that many regular past
tense verbs are formed by adding -ed to
the present tense verb.
The notes provide tips for teaching,
potential stumbling blocks that
might occur and ‘watch outs’ to
prepare the teacher to tackle these
issues should they arise.

Ask pupils to read the question with a
partner. Remind them they are looking
for the action or being word in the
sentence. Then ask them to underline
the verbs.
Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
The Barmecide laughed heartily and praised Shacabac’s patience.
The Barmecide laughed heartily and praised Shacabac’s patience.
(1 mark for both correct)
Ask the group what the function of a
verb is in a sentence (tells you when
something is or was, or when
something happens or happened).

Support

Retrieval, Fictio

Ask pupils one way of identifying
many regular past tense verbs (many
end in -ed).
Ask pupils how many verbs they are to
find in the sentence, then ask them to
underline the verbs.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Check pupils can recognise a verb in a
sentence.
Check they know that many regular past
tense verbs are formed by adding -ed to
the present tense verb.
The notes for this session are broken down
into ‘Model’, ‘Support’ and ‘Practise’ sections,
whereby the teacher will show the pupils
how to approach questions, guide them
through answering them and then allow them
to practise what they have been taught.

You may photocopy this page.
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Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Support

Answer and marks

3
(G1.1)
(G1.3)

Tick (P) one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an adjective.
patience
generous
kindness
friendly

patience
generous
kindness
friendly

Noun

Adjective

Retrieval, Fictio

Noun
P

Adjective
P

P

(1 mark for all correct)
Remind pupils that nouns name people,
places or things. The noun is usually the
subject of a sentence. It is usually the
noun that is doing the action of the
verb. For example, in the baby cried
‘baby’ is the noun and the action it is
taking is ‘crying’.
Explain to pupils that one way to
identify a noun is to put ‘the’ in front of
it. If that makes sense, then it is usually
a noun. For instance, it makes sense to
say ‘the baby’ but it does not make
sense to say ‘the cried’.

P
Check pupils know that nouns name
people, places or things.
They understand that nouns are the subject
of sentences and they are usually what is
doing the action of the verb.
Pupils know that one way to identify a
noun is to put ‘the’ in front of it.
Check pupils understand that adjectives
give more information about nouns. They
usually come before the noun or after ‘is’
or ‘was’.

Remind pupils that nouns can be
singular or plural and adjectives and
adverbs cannot.
Remind pupils that adjectives give more
information about nouns. They usually
come before the noun e.g. the hungry
baby cried. ‘Hungry’ is an adjective
giving us more information about the
noun ‘baby’.
Sometimes, adjectives come after the
verbs ‘is’ or ‘was’ e.g. The baby was
hungry.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast
Ask pupils what strategy they can use
to identify a noun (put ‘the’ before it).
Work down the list together and decide
which words make sense with ‘the’ in
front of them:
the patience P
the generous x
the kindness P
the friendly x

Retrieval, Fictio

Tell pupils that a strategy to identify an
adjective is to put a noun after it e.g.
‘teacher’.
Work down the list and decide which
words make sense with a noun after
then them:
patience teacher x
generous teacher P
kindness teacher x
friendly teacher P

Support

Answer and marks

4
(G1.1)
(G1.3)

Ask pupils to work through and put
ticks in the correct boxes in the table.
Tick (P) one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an adjective.
surprise
delicious
tasty
appearance

surprise
delicious
tasty
appearance

Noun

Adjective

Noun
P

Adjective
P
P

P

(1 mark for all correct)
Ask pupils what they know about nouns Check pupils know that nouns name
(they name people, places or things;
people, places or things.
are the subject of a sentence; do the
action of the verb).
They understand that nouns are the subject
of sentences and they are usually what is
Ask pupils for one way to identify a
doing the action of the verb.
noun (put ‘the’ in front of it).

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast
Ask pupils what they know about
adjectives (they give more information
about nouns; usually come before the
noun or after the verbs ‘is’ or ‘was’).
Ask pupils for one way to identify an
adjective (put a noun after it).

Answer
and
marks

5
(G1.6)

Check pupils understand that adjectives
give more information about nouns. They
usually come before the noun or after ‘is’
or ‘was’.

Retrieval, Fictio

Ask pupils to work with a partner and
apply these strategies to work out
which are nouns and which are
adjectives. Ask pupils to put ticks in the
correct boxes in the table.
Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
The Barmecide laughed heartily when he heard what Shacabac said.
The Barmecide laughed heartily when he heard what Shacabac said.
(1 mark)
Remind the group that the function of
an adverb in a sentence is to give more
information about a verb. In the
sentence, he clapped his hand loudly,
the verb is ‘clapped’ and ‘loudly’ tells us
more about how he clapped.
Tell the group that adverbs usually
answer the questions: How? Where?
When?

Support

Pupils know that one way to identify a
noun is to put ‘the’ in front of it.

Check pupils understand the function of an
adverb in a sentence.
Pupils know that adverbs usually answer
the questions: How? Where? When?
They know that many adverbs are formed
by adding -ly to the end of the adjective.

Remind pupils that many adverbs end
in -ly. Sometimes the -ly is added to an
adjective to turn it into an adverb, e.g.
quick/quickly; slow/slowly.
Ask pupils to read the question with a
partner. Remind them that they are
looking for a word that gives more
information about the verb. Ask them
what the verb is in the sentence
(laughed). How did the Barmecide laugh?
Ask pupils to underline the adverb.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Support

Answer
and
marks

6
(G1.6)

Answer
and
marks

7
(G1.3)

Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
The Barmecide spoke politely when he ordered the food.
The Barmecide spoke politely when he ordered the food.
(1 mark)

Retrieval, Fictio
Ask the group what the function of an
Check pupils understand the function of
adverb is (to give more information about an adverb in a sentence.
a verb).
Pupils know that adverbs usually answer
Ask the group what question adverbs
the questions: How? Where? When?
usually answer (How? Where? When?).
They know that many adverbs are formed
by adding -ly to the end of the adjective.
Ask pupils how lots of different adverbs
are formed (by adding -ly to an adjective).
Ask pupils to read the question and
underline the adverb.
Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
Wise Shacabac cleverly went along with the Barmecide’s jest.
Wise Shacabac cleverly went along with the Barmecide’s jest.
(1 mark)

Support

Ask pupils to think about the function of
adjectives in sentences (they give more
information about nouns).

Answer
and
marks

8
(G1.3)

Ask pupils where adjectives are usually
written in relation to the noun (before).

Check pupils know that adjectives give
more information about nouns. They
usually come before the noun or after ‘is’
or ‘was’.

Ask for examples of when the adjective
comes after the verb (when the verb is
‘is’ or ‘was’).
Ask pupils to read the sentence and
underline the adjective.
Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
Shacabac was hungry but he pretended to eat the food that wasn’t there.
Shacabac was hungry but he pretended to eat the food that wasn’t there.
(1 mark)

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Support

Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Answer
and
marks

9
(G2.2)

Ask pupils to think about the function of
adjectives in sentences and where they
are sometimes written.

Ask pupils to read the sentence and
underline the adjective.
Tick the sentence below that must end with a question mark.
Tick (P) one.

Retrieval, Fictio

£ The servant brought a basin and some water
£ Bring me a basin and some water
£ Did a servant ever appear
£ What an amusing jest
ü Did a servant ever appear?
(1 mark)

Ask pupils which sentence types end with
a question mark (questions).
Ask them what the function of a question
is (asking for information).
Ask pupils which words often start
questions (Who? What? When? Where?
Why? How? Do?).
Support

Check pupils know that adjectives give
more information about nouns. They
usually come before the noun or after ‘is’
or ‘was’.

Check pupils know that a question is a
form of a sentence which asks for
information.
They know that a question usually starts
with a question word.
The word order of a question is usually:
verb, subject, object.

Ask pupils what the usual word order in a
question is (verb, subject, object).
Ask pupils how to recognise a command
(starts with a bossy – imperative – verb).
Ask pupils how to recognise an
exclamation (starts with ‘What’ or ‘How’).
Ask pupils to work with a partner and
discuss each sentence in turn and
decide if it is a question. Then tick the
correct box.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Answer
and
marks

10
(G2.4)

Tick the sentence below that must end with an exclamation mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ How did the Barmecide try to trick Shacabac
£ Eat as much as you can
£ How clever Shacabac was
£ Not many hungry men would behave like Shacabac
ü How clever Shacabac was!
(1 mark)
Ask pupils to think about the function of
an exclamation.

Support

Retrieval, Fictio

Which words usually start exclamations?
(‘What’ or ‘how’)
Ask pupils how they are going to tackle
the question.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Check pupils know that an exclamation is
a form of a sentence which expresses a
strong feeling or amazement.
An exclamation usually starts with ‘How’
or ‘What’.

You may photocopy this page.
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1001 Arabian Nights: Barmecide’s Feast
retold by Dee Reid

Session 2 – Supported

The Barmecide clapped his hands and called to a servant to bring him a basin and
Independent Practice.
some water. To Shacabac’s surprise, no one appeared, but the Barmecide
pretended
Using the same text (Grammar
  
to wash both his hands and his face.
and Punctuation only), the
adult closely monitors pupils as

“I’d better go along with this jest,” thought Shacabac, so he too pretended to wash
they tackle parallel questions
his hands and face.
independently. All the questions

haveto
been
rehearsed
in Session 1.
Then the Barmecide clapped his hands again. “Bring us something
eat,”
he
The wording
ordered. Once again no one appeared, but the Barmecide pretended
to eat.and layout of the
questions also reflects those

Shacabac copied the Barmecide’s actions of cutting up food andused
putting
in histests so that
in theitGAPS
mouth.
pupils become familiar with the
vocabulary of test questions.

“Is not this bread the finest you have ever tasted?” asked the Barmecide.
“Never have I tasted anything so delicious,” said Shacabac.
At last, Shacabac sat back and said, “I am now so full
that I cannot eat one bit more.”
Then the Barmecide laughed heartily. “I have long been
seeking a man like you,” he said. “You have had the
patience to go along with my little joke. There is not one
starving man in a hundred who would do as you have
done. From this time onwards, we shall be best friends
and you must make my home, your home.”

1. Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
“This is the most delicious food in the world,” said Shacabac.
2. Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
There was no food, so Shacabac just pretended.
3. Tick () one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an
adjective.
Noun

Adjective

finest
unusual
palace
servants

   




   



   



Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast
4. Tick (P) one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an
adjective.
Noun

Adjective

friends

Retrieval, Fictio

friendly
careful
bread

5. Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
Carefully, Shacabac copied the Barmecide and cut up his food.
6. Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
Shacabac washed his hands thoroughly, as the Barmecide had done.
7. Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
The surprising thing was, there was no food to eat.
8. Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
Shacabac copied everything the playful Barmecide did.
9. Tick the sentence below that must end with a question mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ How surprised Shacabac was when no servant appeared
£ The Barmecide pretended to eat
£ Eat as much as you can
£ How did the Barmecide make a new friend
10. Tick the sentence below that must end with an exclamation mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ What did the Barmecide do first
£ Take away these empty plates.
£ What an unusual trick
£ Shacabac had a good sense of humour
Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Teacher guidance for
Text B and questions.

Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Session 2: Supported Independent Responses
1001 Arabian Nights: Barmecide’s Feast
The questions in this session teach, practise and apply the following grammatical skills:
• Word classes: Nouns (G1.1); Verbs (G1.2); Adjectives (G1.3); Adverbs (G1.6)
• Functions of sentences: Statements (G2.1); Questions (G2.2); Commands (G2.3);
Exclamations (G2.4)

Before the session:
• Read the ‘Prepare, Do Review’ document for this intervention and follow the guidance.
• Print out and photocopy any paper copies of the texts and questions for the pupils.

Read the text:
Share the text extract with the group. Ask the group if they can remember what surprised
the beggar, Shacabac, when he went into the Barmecide’s palace (The Barmecide called for
food but no servants came and there was no food, but the Barmecide pretended to eat.)
What did Shacabac do? (He decided to play along with the Barmecide’s jest.) What was
Shacbac’s reward? (The Barmecide became his friend and shared his wealth with him.)

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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This column suggests ways to
check how pupils are performing
against each question.

Answer the questions

Support pupils to answer the questions as independently as possible. Review answers together and
discuss strategies used.

Support

Answer
and
marks

1
(G1.2)

Practise

Answer
and
marks

2
(G1.2)

3
(G1.1)
(G1.3)

Steps
Check pupils’ understanding
Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
“This is the most delicious food in the world,” said Shacabac.
“This is the most delicious food in the world,” said Shacabac.
(1 mark for both correct)

Answers to the questions and
number of marks are shown here.

Ask the group to think about how to
Check pupils can recognise a verb in a
recognise a verb in a sentence (tells you sentence.
when something is or was, or when
something happens or happened).
Check they know that not all verbs show
action. Some verbs show being i.e. is,
Ask pupils to read the question with a
was, were.
partner. Remind them they are looking
for the action or being word in the
Pupils know that some verbs are irregular
sentence. Then ask them to underline
and do not form the past tense with -ed.
the verbs.
The notes provide tips for teaching,
Underline the two verbs in the sentence below.
potential stumbling blocks that
There was no food, so Shacabac just pretended.
might occur and ‘watch outs’ to
prepare the teacher to tackle these
issues should they arise.

There was no food so Shacabac just pretended.
(1 mark for both correct)
Ask the group to look out for verbs of
being as well as verbs of action.

Check pupils can recognise both action and
being verbs in a sentence.

Ask the group to remember how many
different regular past tense verbs end.

Check they know that many regular past
tense verbs are formed by adding -ed to
the present tense verb.

Ask pupils to underline the verbs.
Tick (P) one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an adjective.
finest
unusual
palace
servants

Noun

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Adjective

The notes for this session are broken
down into ‘Support’ and ‘Practise’
sections, whereby teachers will support
pupils in answering the questions as
independently as possible.
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Practise

Answer and marks

Year 5 (Autumn), Grammar, Barmecide’s Feast

Practise

Answer and marks

4
(G1.1)
(G1.3)

finest
unusual
palace
servants

Noun

Adjective
P
P

P
P

(1 mark for all correct)
Tell pupils to recall what they know
about nouns and adjectives.

Check pupils know that nouns name
people, places or things.

What is a helpful way to identify a
noun? What is a helpful way to identify
an adjective?

Nouns are the subject of sentences and
they are usually what is doing the action
of the verb.

Ask pupils to use this knowledge and
put ticks in the correct boxes.

Pupils know that one way to identify a
noun is to put ‘the’ in front of it.

They know that adjectives give more
information about nouns. Adjectives
usually come before the noun or after
‘is’ or ‘was’.
Tick (P) one box in each row to show whether each word is a noun or an adjective.
friends
friendly
careful
bread

friends
friendly
careful
bread

Noun

Adjective

Noun
P

Adjective
P
P

P

(1 mark for all correct)
Ask pupils to recall what they know
about nouns and adjectives and the
helpful strategies they can use to
identify them.
Ask pupils to use this knowledge to put
ticks in the correct boxes.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Check pupils know that nouns name
people, places or things.
Nouns are the subject of sentences and
they are usually what is doing the action
of the verb.
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Pupils know that one way to identify
a noun is to put ‘the’ in front of it.

Practise

Answer
and
marks

5
(G1.6)

Practise

Answer
and
marks

6
(G1.6)

They know that adjectives give more
information about nouns. Adjectives
usually come before the noun or after
‘is’ or ‘was’.
Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
Carefully, Shacabac copied the Barmecide and cut up his food.
Carefully, Shacabac copied the Barmecide and cut up his food.
(1 mark)
Ask the group to think about the
function of an adverb in a sentence.

Check pupils understand the function of
an adverb in a sentence.

Ask them to recall what questions
adverbs usually answer (How? Where?
When?).

Check they know that adverbs usually
answer the questions: How? Where?
When?

Ask pupils how lots of different adverbs
end (in -ly).

Pupils know that many adverbs are formed
by adding -ly to the end of the adjective.

Ask pupils to find the verb in the
sentence and then underline the
adverb that tells us more about
the verb.
Underline the adverb in the sentence below.
Shacabac washed his hands thoroughly, as the Barmecide had done.
Shacabac washed his hands thoroughly, as the Barmecide had done.
(1 mark)
Ask the group think about what they
know about adverbs.

Check pupils know the function of an
adverb in a sentence.

Ask them to read the sentence and use
their understanding to identify the
adverb in the sentence and underline it.

Check they know that adverbs usually
answer the questions: How? Where?
When?
Pupils know that many adverbs are
formed by adding -ly to the end of the
adjective.

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.
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Practise

Answer
and
marks

7
(G1.3)

Support

Answer
and
marks

8
(G1.3)

Practise

Answer
and
marks

9
(G2.2)

Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
The surprising thing was, there was no food to eat.
The surprising thing was, there was no food to eat.
(1 mark)
Ask pupils to think about the function of
adjectives in sentences and where an
adjective is usually found.

Check pupils know that adjectives give
more information about nouns. They
usually come before the noun or after
‘is’ or ‘was’.

Ask pupils to read the sentence and
underline the adjective.
Underline the adjective in the sentence below.
Shacabac copied everything the playful Barmecide did.
Shacabac copied everything the playful Barmecide did.
(1 mark)
Ask pupils to think about the function of
adjectives in sentences and where they
are sometimes written.

Check pupils know that adjectives give
more information about nouns. They
usually come before the noun or after
‘is’ or ‘was’.

Ask pupils to read the sentence and
underline the adjective.
Tick the sentence below that must end with a question mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ How surprised Shacabac was when no servant appeared
£ The Barmecide pretended to eat
£ Eat as much as you can
£ How did the Barmecide make a new friend
ü How did the Barmecide make a new friend?
(1 mark)
Ask pupils to think about what they know
about sentences that are questions, the
words that often start a question and the
word order in a question.
Ask pupils what they should do to answer
the question (read each option and
decide if it is a question, then tick the
correct box).

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Check pupils know that a question is a
form of a sentence that asks for
information.
Pupils know that a question usually starts
with a question word.
They know that the word order of a
question is usually verb, subject, object.
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Practise

Answer
and
marks

10
(G2.4)

Tick the sentence below that must end with an exclamation mark.
Tick (P) one.

£ What did the Barmecide do first
£ Take away these empty plates.
£ What an unusual trick
£ Shacabac had a good sense of humour
ü What an unusual trick
(1 mark)
Ask pupils to think about the function of
an exclamation and what words it usually
starts with.
Ask pupils how they are going to tackle
the question. (Read each sentence in
turn, deciding if it is an exclamation, then
tick the correct box.)

Rising Stars 2021 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited.

Check pupils understand that an
exclamation is a form of a sentence
which expresses a strong feeling or
amazement.
Check they know that an exclamation
usually starts with ‘How’ or ‘What’.
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Online Modelling Responses Software
The Online Modelling Responses Software forms part of Shine: GPS. It can be used alongside Session 1
Modelled Responses as a front of class interactive tool to enable the teacher to introduce the text and
model answering the questions.
There is an online modelling unit per Learning Sequence, and it includes questions from each of the Strands:
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling and Vocabulary.

1. On the Home page the text can be viewed
in the split screen and the audio version of
the text can be played. Each set of questions
that relate to the different Strands can be
accessed via the tabs along the top.

2. For example, clicking on ‘Grammar’
reveals the related questions. Each of the
Session 1 questions are listed and can be
expanded by clicking on the question. The
highlighting tools can also be accessed
here. Text can be highlighted in different
colours and copied to the ‘Answer’
screen to form evidence to be used when
answering the question.

3. Once text has been copied over,
the teacher can click on the Answer
tab. Here, the evidence can be viewed
and the teacher can model actively
answering the question. For example,
they would tick the answer and then
click on ‘Show model answer’ to reveal
the correct answer to check against.

